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About 3100 words

From years of attending professional meetings and reading professional

journals, I have gathered many foolproof ways to avoid teaching composition

while appearing to teach it Some of these are probably familiar to you

and using the same diligence and ingenu ty displayed by speakers and writers

I have heard and read, you can probably invent methods of your own.

Those I have gleaned conveniently divide themselves into two groups:

) those methods which adtually-teach something else, and 2) those methods

which the teacher can appear to be teaching writing while keeping instruction

of any kind to a minimum. Among the subjects sometimes disguised as writing

are the following:

Communications

Grammars

Linguistics and history of the language

Current events

The current "i " novel

Self-expression

Ethnic studies

Participation theate happen n and cinema verite
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Under t_e heading of teaching name only come the foll- ing random

admonitions:

Make very few, and very large, writing assignments.

Make sure the first draft is the final draft.

Don't waste too much red ink on corrections.

Forget correct spelling and punctuation. Too much attention to these

mal er_ inhibits creativity.

Don't teach your students to edit what they write.

Set aside one day a week month) for individual conferences on the

udents' work.

Rely strongly on objec ive testing.

Be a "resource person."

Make the writing sess on itself a period of "sensory involvement."

Several of these methods obviously overlap. 'Just as obviously, 1- have

left out some methods which other practitioners have found effective. It

is possible, for example, to teach philosophy instead of composition. it

Is even possible to substitute-a semester-long bull session. However, if

you master therwthods I have listed, you should be able to go from the first

day in the classroom to the day of your retiremera witholii having- teach

writing at all. Meantime, you will appear to be teaching students how to

marshal words on paper.

You can call what you are Aoin unication, examp e -That

involves reading, speaking and listening as well as writing. It a so in-

volv eyebrow-rais ng, shoulder-shrugging and nose-thumbing. But that takes

nology, believe it or not, and We need not go that 'farl
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You already.have enough other alternative in "communications" to avoid

teaching people how to write. Speaking and listening are your best possibilities.

Both -' them take a g eat deal of time in class. That fact limits the number

f times you .will be able to include the whole class in recitati.on. And that,

in turn, limits the number of lessons you will have to prepare Speaking

appears to be especially useful in this respect. lf, however, 'you can provide

yourself with a tape recorder, a stack of "spoken word" cassettes and a sheaf

of duplicated, keyed and sufficiently generalized multiple-choice questions,

teaching people to listen is perhaps the best escape'of all.

A word of warning about using reading as a subs itute for writ' You

are likely to Fine that many of your students simply cannot readJ You read

the assignment, and yo.0 discuss the assignment, acting all the while as if they

had read it and were participating in the discussion.

Each of these methods of solving the problem of literacy has its own ad-

vantages and disadvantages. A remedial reading program, If it is done well

and actually produces readers, is at !east as much work as a successful writing

program. Nonetheless, such a program does involve the use of much.educational

hardware. Remember that educational hardware is visible evidence of a teacher's

wiiiingness to innovate.
a

On the other hand, the discussion system requires only that the instructor

has read the material and has the knack of asking leading questions. It dbes

not take 20-20 vision to see that this method can easily be used to slide back

,*

effortlessly- into speaking.and listening. -Ifyou-use-the-syste

therefore, you can teach ."communicat cins" and- at- the same time-avoid;teaching.,..

both readingand writing.
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There am two olutions to this problem. One is to develop a

remedial reading procrram, complete with film etrips, projectors,

screens and tachistoscopes. The other is to ignore the fact .

that the students cannot read.
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There is also 6 Fringe benefit . If you become an expert in "communclation,

you will acquire a vocabulary full of terms like "input" and "output" and

"feedback" and "noise." in this technological age, such a vocabulary can be

useful as camouflage. By a bit of-judicious term-dropping, you can convince

your colle guts in the sciences either that English is after all one of the

scientific dlsciplines, or that you are actually an electronics eng neer.

Another very effective way to avoid teaching your students to Write is

to teach grammars. This method has,also gathered about tselF a scientific
separate

aura. The trick is t- teach the grammars as a &e.r.aft4.4 discipline and an end

in themselves, having no apparent relationship to writing'at all. If you

concentrate on the differences in nomenclature among traditional grammar,

generative grammar and transformational grammar, the chances are excellent

that you can even escape teaching grammars. No ice the word is plural. The

value -f the plurality of grammars, particularly to one who seeks to avoid

teaching grammar, is that it legitimatizes naming as, a substitute for doing%

It is best not to go beyond naming in that study. Chances are good

that you will not have time anyway. By the time you have confused Yodr students

by using three terms where one has always served befo e- and have covered the

whole front board with a transformational formula for a simple sentence, you

may have used up the entire semester.

Assuming that you do find time to go beyond na.ing however, don'tl

If you do, you might become involved with the content of the,sentences _yot.vare-

analyzing. That would never do. It would lead inevitably to a conside-rat

of_ meaning. To consider meaning at all is to inject 'nto the study of grammars--_

the ideas of !ulLjective judgment:and of function Inc. text.= Furthermore,
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to consider context leads directly thinking about the use of grammatical

structures in the exp -_ssion of ideas. You must be very careful IF you take

this tack in you teaching. Otherwise, the next thing you know, you will be

teaching people how to write about those ideas!

Safer than grammars, IF you want to avoid teaching people how to write,

is the study and teaching _f linguistics. That linguistics is essentially an

anthropological tool, useful mainly in the study of non-literate lahguages,

should not bother you. If you can keep your students interested in such things

as agglutinate and inflected languages, back-forming words, dental fricatives,

aspriants, lo -back vowels and/or the inte nat onal Phonetic Alphabet, you

should have no trouble avoiding even one writing assignment in the whole

semester.

There is a whole area of linguistics that gets into such esoteric matters

as the meaning -f meaning and the levels of linguistic abstraction. If you

want to make absolutely sure that your students will remain divorced from the

communication of their own ideas- build at least one teaching unit on levels

f linguistic abstraction as promulgated by Korzybski, transm tted to academia

by S. I. HayakaWa and popularized by Stuart Chase.

StUdy these methods in summer school, preferably in four-week workshops.

If you study them during the regular semester, you might assimilate something

that will be of value in the teaching of writing, If you encounter them in.

. four-week workshops, .on.the other hand, you will be_inundated_in:a=short.ti.meT___

w th apparently new ideas and strange terms. You will be overcome.With.the

Impat.i.ent expertise of.a professor riding his scholarly habby'Under'the:-

ci cumstances, all you can do after the course is completed is go home and

.disgorgeundigested what:you.have learned,

_
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This is not to say that such sts are of no value to the teacher.

The more you yourself know about the inner workings of the language and how

those workings developed, the better teacher of English you will be. But as

the teacher of a high school or freshman college course, you will be tempted

to use what yoil learn about such subjects as substitutes for what you do not

know about writing.

Another escape hatch by which to avoid teaching writing is the history

of the language. This is a fascinating subject, and it can be made fascinating

to your students. Ransacking dictionaries can be as instructive as it can be

fun. .You and your students should chart the courses of some words, and if

you work it right, you can substitute elementary philology for writing.

If you think that a discus'sion of current events belongs in social studies,

you thin correctly. But if you are looking for ways to avoid teaching people

how to write, you can have,your class bring newspapers and turn at least one

period a week to the discussion of the news.

This ploy is not too.hard to justify. The students ..ave to have some-

thing to write about. What better source could there be than the student's'

ideas and opinions concerning the news of the world? The trick here is to

allow the discussion itself to take up all the class time and to be very ca e-

ful not to make any out-of-class writing assignments based on the discussion.

Teaching the novel that is currently number onaon the students' bit,

-parade hai had a 1 ng -nd successful run over the past fifteen or twenty years..

Depending on the year, the novel might have been Catcher in the Rye, Lord o

Flies, The Ring, Steppenworc-67.-66T-EffiiiiTWW. Rosewater.
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this device, you really have to be with it. You have to know what the current

campus reading is, and you have to read the novel and build your course around

it.

Literary value should be no concern of yours. Wha important is that

interest in the novel be curr nt among the students. It does not matter that

this year's great hit may be completely and deservedly forgotten next year.

The point here is to be with your students in their current interest, and

to remember that anything that happened last week is ancient history.

There is a danger in this approach, of course. You might be tempted

ask your students to write papers concerning the novels o their authors.

Resist the temptation! That way li-s the strong possibility that you will be

forced to teach your students how to write.

There is, however, an excellent way to have your cake and eat it, too.

You can teach novel. You can exper ment with all the critical theories you

learned in courses in literature and criticism. You can have your students

e about the novel. And you can still avoid teaching them how to write.

Simply let the student express himself. This is perhaps the most beau-

ul avoidap3ce mechanism in the collection. Other, such mechanisms may seem

to have less to do with writing (after all, the student is actually putting

ds on paper in the exercise in self-expression), but that very seeming

is the beauty of it. Nothing looks more 'as lf you are really teaching your

students how to write than a great scraw'ed sheaf of self-expression. Nothing,

on the other hand, takes less effort on the part of the teacher

If the student has expressed himself, he has fulfilled the reiluiremen s
_

-f: the assignment. It does not matter that his vocabulary is minimal, nor _s!,

thi_he Anglo-Saxon terms for Certain bodily
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functions and other intimate activitii It does not matter that his spelling,

its best, is -trictly phonet c, and at its worst fades into unfathomable

mystery. It does not matter that his writing is as fragmentary _- his thinking,

nor that he perpetrates a complete sentence only by the merest accident.

It does not even matter whether or not the e is any discernible content in

what he puts on that paper. In se f-- pression, anything goes--or nothing.

If the student hands in a paper at all, he Is off the hook--and so are you.

The newest, shiniest, gaudiest way to keep from teaching writing is,

of course, ethnic studies. The term is so delightfully broad that

almost as serviceable as self-expression. But there is one major difficulty

with it from oupoint of view. It puts the burden squarely on the teacher.

For here there is apparently not even the pretense of teaching English. I

in a meeting not long ago and heard a speaker tell a room full of high

school English teachers that it was their responsibility to learn the lan-

guage of their students, whether it be lingua Chicana .the language of the

Black ghetto, or the language of the Navajo..

The purpose of this linguisitic exercise was not only to provide a

bridge across which the teacher could communicate the IntricacIes of Engl sh.

Indeed, the teacher's communication was of secondary importance. The real

purpose was to make it possible for the student to communicate wIth the

teacher without having to resort to English.

And look at the ways that'are open-t-o-you'from- there. Consider these

as substitutes for the teaching not only of writing, but
. = _ _ _English tself:

.Ethnic (supply your own branch) history, culture, 77-nlkore, art, literature,

even language. The possibilities for-avoidance appear -'almost-endiess--
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Several years ago I watched a r wful of high school English teachers

eagerly write into their notebooks the suggestion that they stimulate their

students' writing by encouraging the p_ formance of what were then called

"happenings" in the classroom. Ostensibly, the happening was to stimulate,

writing, but we all know it would not have to do so. if we really want to

escape, we can allow participation in the happening to subst tute for writing

about it. After all, a. happening is a kind of communication. And our main

concern is communication. Never mind what we communicate.

Recently, though, the happening dodge has been refined, technologically.

no longer necessary that the student be an actual participant, much

less write about the participation. If you have a relatively affluent and

indulgent department, the latest most in31.fative thing you can do is to

equip your students with movie cameras and film in place of paper and pen.

This may sound frighten ng if you have never had anything to do with movie-

making. It need not. Remember that you are dealing --ith cinema verite,

Life, ith a capital L and telling it (you should excuse the expression)

like it is. All the student has to do is point the,camer and shoot. It

is self-expression without the arduous necessity of writing. And look at

all the paper checking it saves!

The one great danger of using the devices d.iscussed above ts that if

you rely on them exclusively, you might not even appear to be teaching

writing. Not to teach-Writinglis long -b.een-.acce-ptAble-padtitdi not- tei---

...apPear to,be_teaching_writing has never-been ..Jt.is,neceSsaryL,therefOre,

not only:to know the methods of avoidance but lso to be able to go through-
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the motions of teaching composition ri anyone is looking.

Since behavioral psychology is now in the saddle and 2 ghost of

John B. Watson walks the land in the guise of B. F. Skinner, there can be

no better way to seem to be teaching students how to write than to substitute

a battery of objective tests. If the results of =the instruction cannot be

objectively evaluated, according to the latest encyclical the instruction

is faulty. The corollary to this, of course, is that is the results can b

so evaluated, the instruction is doing all that it is supposed to do. In

other words, teaching need not result in education. It need only result. in

information about the students, information which -an be objectively.tabulated.

Though tills does nothing for the student, it moves the behavioral

psychologist one step closer to his dream of standardizing human personality.

It is also of course, a boon to English teachers -hd otherwise might be

forced to teach writing.

The real beauty of the objective approach is that it looks so much as

if the teacher were concerned with the writing skills of the students. Vocab-

ulary, spelling -rammar and mechanics are undoubtedly part of the equipment

of a writer. The students' skills in the use of that e-uipment can be tested

objectively. It takes no great le,:p of the iMagination to substqute these

necessary supporting skiliS for the actual writing skill itself. It does

not matter that a student may be able to spell fauLtlessly, diagram sentences

in his sleep, decline the personal pronouns without a hitch conjugate verbs

1 the way through the future perfect, and still fail miserably at the.actu41-

writing. If he can pass the objective tests in the auxiliary skills to

_e appears to know hoW to write. The benefit to the_teacher is



obvious:- It is easier to teach the auxiliary skil s especially on the basis

of objective testing, than it is to teach writing itseF.

Suppose, however, that in your system, objective testing is not enough.

Suppose that your students must prodOce a specific number of papers a semester.

The best way around that problem has two steps.. The first is to announce

that you are go ng to allow your students to exercise their creativ ty in

your class. What you mean, of course, is that in your class the students

may write anything they choose, any way they choose to write it. Having

established the creative intent-of your classyou Will further announce

nobody questions' '

this, let it lie. If someone Wants to kn w'What it nans to be la resourCer

that your function will be that of a "resource person;" I

__

person, you tell him you will be in the room as he wrItes andavailable if--

he asks for help. Make it very clear, however, that unless the students a-sk

for help, they will be left to their own resour es.

Your justification for such a pronouncement is that,yqU do not Want to_

interfere with the creative

you hear this justification pronounced and accepted seriouslyriot in music,

process Only in the _teaching of writing will

painting, cooking, or choreography. In no other creative activity is it:
_

seribusly suggested that the student be left to decide-fdr.11imself,whether

what he is doing is what he oLight to do to make his 6reation:Strong
_

effective.

The idea is taken seriously be English'teaches

given to its expression and.discussion:at nationa

to be very nearl the ultimate non-te'ach
Yf 9

adopt-with confidence.-
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If, _or some reason, you cannot manage such a complete disengagement from

your class, your next best bet is to arrange for "sensory nvolvement" in -the

writing process itself. Two ways in particular offer opporcunities for the

teacher to retain his amateur status First remove the chairs and desks from

the classroom, clearing the floor. Next, cover the floor (and the walls, too,

if you are that energetic) with old-fashioned butcher paper. Now supply yoUr

students with an assortment of.writing instruments, such as .ball-point pens,

marking pens, crayons, pencils, and colored chalk, and.turn_them loose on

the-paper. Let them roam around, sit, stand, or lie.down, writing what they

will, where they will. This method purports to release the students'

.
.

itions about writing. . It allows them_physical freedom while they write and

provides them with a variety of tactile experiences.through use Of th3 various'

writing instruments. It has another advantage, as r as the "resource person"

is concerned. It is physically impossible for the teacher to do anything

with the result except to admire its colorful variety and then throw it away.

The second way to provide students sensory awareness of the writing

process is less messy but more expensive. 'It involVes taking movies of the

s-tudents while they are writingr The purpose is to show to the students, by -

way of a not-so-instant replay, that writing is too an activity. It's a,

physical act_yity.full Of sqUirming,'twitching, and pencil°chewin- not-for°

'getting that tactila experience of putting pencil 03 paper-and=ictually
_

_More exPensive nOt.,'_ this' method is technologically InnovatiVe;',

sent d spensation
_

technology -is eVen,More-impbi-tant_than
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lf, even as a "resource person" who provides hi students i "sensory

involvement,' you are constrained to show some physical evidence of the

semester's activities, make as few actual writing assignments as you conven-

iently can. At the begirihing of the semester, you can tell your students,

"After today, we shall not meet as.a .class. During the seMester, you will

write six papers. These ere the due dates. If you have probleMs with any

of the papers, make an, appointment with me, id I'll see you in my office'.

When you haVe finished a paper, you may br ng it to my

it in my box. I won't interfere unless You esk -e to.,

an adult now, and the respohsibility is yours."

Such an announcement should just about complete the disengagement. Yet

there may be some students who take you at your word-and show up at your office,'

papers in hand_ Talk to each student about his paper, niake s many suggestións

as you need to and as few as you can manage, and'serid'him-awaYrto do hrs own'

editing. Remember, he learns to do by doing. _Besides,: if-you:-operate Other.'

wise, you will end up teaching the student how to,WrIti:'

It maY happen that you get most of-your students

- -/

up your office hours wi th conferences. Ihthat, Case,'

efficiency. Make a checklist ofpossible,probleMs'-én
_ .

'then organize your interviews-At three7minute:Ari -erva

possible for you-to see many students
6

eliminates the necessitY of'editingiapd,grigp

_Arisiires=-that any student:who wants .

-a semester.
_
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All the methods detailed in this paper have been tried in the ciassroom,____

and, if one accepts the enthusiastic reports of their duthors, they have

succeeded even beyond those authors' understanding. Dne method of avoiding

teaching the young.how to write still remains, howeVer. It is simple, it-is

sure-fire, and it eliminates the student from consideration altogether. The

best and most prestigious way to avoid t e teaching of writing is to Make a

career out attending professional meetings and writing.and reading papers

like this one.

New Mexico ins.titute of
Mining and Technology
Socorro, NM


